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Adobe reported a vulnerability in Adobe Acrobat 9.x before 2009 and
Reader 9.x before 2009, and in earlier versions on Windows and

Macintosh. Successful attacks can result in arbitrary code execution.
Although the problem has been fixed in the most recent release, it can be
exploited using earlier releases. A heap-use-after-free flaw was found in

various versions of libzip. This flaw exists if the ZipCreate/ZipOpenZipFile
api is used by a malicious user. Successful attacks can lead to arbitrary

code execution. Affected versions of libfontconfig are 2.2.0 and prior and
libcairo 2.8.0 and prior. A use-after-free flaw was found in

cairo_xcb_surface_write_to_xcb_image_cairo. This vulnerability is
triggered when libcairo tries to free an image's content if the content is

invalid. From libcairo 2.8.0, content is still freed, but this could potentially
lead to a denial of service. From libfontconfig 2.2.0, content is no longer

freed and a core dump may be generated. A heap-use-after-free flaw was
found in libxml2 when processing HTML table elements. This issue exists if
the libxml2 user, as the last write operation, calls xmlBufferWriteCHAR()

with no data to write. This could be triggered by user interaction. In some
of the above libxml2 versions, an image or icon is leaked on the stack.

This issue is addressed in new versions of libxml2 and it is safe to upgrade
libxml2 to the latest version to resolve this issue. Affected versions of

libxslt are 1.1.26 and earlier. This vulnerability exists if certain XSL
transformations are not performed properly. An attacker may leverage

this flaw to cause information disclosure.
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Null source pointer passed as an argument to memcpy() function within
TIFFReadDirectory() in tif_dirread.c in libtiff versions from 4.0 to 4.3.0

could lead to Denial of Service via crafted TIFF file. For users that compile
libtiff from sources, a fix is available with commit 561599c. A code
execution flaw was found in the heap-based memcpy() function in

tif_dirread.c in libtiff version from 4.0 to 4.3.0. This flaw was used by an
attacker to gain code execution in the context of the local user. This could
lead to data loss or a denial of service attack. A heap-use-after-free flaw
was found in ImageMagick's RelinquishDCMInfo() function of dcm.c file.

This vulnerability is triggered when an attacker passes a specially crafted
DICOM image file to ImageMagick for conversion, potentially leading to

information disclosure and a denial of service. A heap-use-after-free flaw
was found in the Unzip. The vulnerability occurs during the conversion of
a wide string to a local string that leads to a heap of out-of-bound write.

This flaw allows an attacker to input a specially crafted zip file, leading to
a crash or code execution. System configurations with weaker

permissions may leave the system configuration file writable by multiple
users, which increases the risk that a malicious user could add a

component or customization without the proper authority. This flaw
existed in old versions of GTK+ before 3.0. It was fixed in version 3.0, but

no longer covered in the GTK+ compatibility list. A flaw was found in
hashcat's sdump algorithm and hash export function. The vulnerability
allows hashes to be dumped to stdout even when using the -e option,
which grants elevated privileges to the user. In versions that use -e,
hashcat prior to 3.0.5 does not handle user account modifications

properly. This flaw was found and exploited by Smoke Loader, a very well-
known and widely used password cracking tool. 5ec8ef588b
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